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Abstract
We compute the gravitational-wave (GW) energy flux up to the next-to-next-to-leading (NNL) order of tidal effects in a
spinless compact binary system on quasi-circular orbits. Starting from an effective matter action, we obtain the stress-energy
tensor of the system, which we use in a GW generation formalism based on multipolar-post-Minkowskian (MPM) and post-
Newtonian (PN) approximations. The tidal contributions to the multipole moments of the system are first obtained, from
which we deduce the instantaneous GW energy flux to NNL order (formally 7PN order). We also include the remaining tidal
contributions of GW tails to the leading (formally 6.5PN) and NL (7.5PN) orders. Combining it with our previous work on
the conservative equations of motion (EoM) and associated energy, we get the GW phase and frequency evolution through the





I. PHYSICAL DISCUSSION AND MOTIVATIONS
The discovery of gravitational waves (GW) generated by the inspiral and merger of two neutron stars (NS) [1, 2]
marked a breakthrough in fundamental physics, by allowing for the first time a direct constraint on the equation of
state (EoS) of cold matter at supranuclear densities deep inside NS. This important test excluded some of the stiffest
EoS, for which the pressure increases a lot for a given increase in density, and which therefore offer more resistance
to the gravitational collapse, resulting in a NS that is less compact. This finding is consistent with known constraints
on the radius of NS from electromagnetic-based observations [3]. However the majority of soft EoS, which are more
easy to compress and thus predict a more compact NS, is still viable (see [4, 5] for reviews).
During the inspiral phase of coalescing NS binaries the orbital dynamics is dominated by point-mass contributions
and the waveform is essentially identical to that of black holes; but closer to the merger small corrections arise due to
the finite-size effects of NS. These can be described by resorting to a tidal expansion in the small parameter ∼ RA/rAB,
where RA is the size of one of the NS and rAB is the typical orbital separation. The tides arise from the response of
the NS to the gradient of the companion’s gravitational field across the matter distribution. The tidal expansion is
a multipole expansion with the mass quadrupole moment of the object dominant, and higher mass- or current-type
moments sub-dominant. The deformation and finite size effects are parametrized by a series of coefficients associated
with each multipole moments and referred to as the tidal deformabilities (or polarizabilities) of the NS.
For GW detectors, the main observable is the so-called binary’s chirp, i.e., the time evolution of the compact
binary’s orbital frequency ω(t) and phase ϕ(t) =
∫
dt ω(t) through GW radiation reaction during the inspiral. The
detectors are sensitive to some particular combination of the two deformabilities of the NS and the two masses that























where ν = m1m2/m
2 is the symmetric mass ratio, m = m1+m2 is the total mass, and where we use the dimensionless
frequency x ≡ (Gmωc3 )2/3 and time θ ≡ νc
3
5Gm(tc − t) variables, with tc denoting the instant of coalescence — at which
the distance between the particles formally vanishes while the frequency diverges —, ϕ0 being an initial constant
phase, G the gravitational constant, and c the speed of light. The most commonly used approximant for GW data
analysis in the Fourier domain is defined by using the stationary phase approximation (SPA), for which the phase of
the dominant mode at twice the orbital frequency reads











where we have posed v ≡ (πGmfc3 )1/3, f being the Fourier frequency of the GW signal.
Since x and v2 are small post-Newtonian (PN) parameters of the order of O(c−2), we see that the effect of the
internal structure of NS (in the non-spinning case) is comparable to relativistic orbital effects occurring at the 5PN
order beyond the point-particle contribution computed with the usual Einstein quadrupole formula. Of course, the
latter estimate is just formal, since we have to take into account, besides the small factor x5 ∼ v10, the numerical
value of the 5PN coefficient parametrizing the finite-size effect in (1.1)–(1.2).
In principle the coefficient Λ˜(2) is directly measurable by the GW detectors. However, in practice the constraint is
obtained under some prior regarding the values of the NS spins [1]. The best one probably corresponds to the low-
spin scenario (say, with dimensionless spin parameter |χ| 6 0.05), since we expect from binary pulsar observations
in our galaxy that the spin-orbit and spin-spin terms will make negligible contributions to the accumulated phase
of NS binaries. The data analysis process should improve in this regard when we have more detections and higher
signal-to-noise ratios, so that we can measure independently the NS spins using PN templates. The precise expression






























2 in the case of two identical neutron stars, i.e., with the same mass and
the same EoS.
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Here mA and RA are the mass and radius of the NS, whereas k
(2)
A is a characteristic numerical coefficient called Love
number [8]. Since Eq. (1.3) depends on both the masses and tidal deformabilities, with the masses being biased by
gravitational lensing unlike the polarizabilities, the observable combination (1.3) could be used to recognize strongly
lensed GW binary signals from unlensed ones with intrinsically higher masses [9]. On the other hand, assuming the
absence of lensing, the simultaneous measurement of m1, m2 and Λ˜
(2) may provide an estimation of the redshift
independently of electromagnetic observations [10]. This is particularly interesting for cosmography applications such
as the measurement of the Hubble-Lemaˆıtre parameter.
Both the Love number and the compacity parameter CA ≡ GmARAc2 depend on the particular EoS. The Love numbers
and tidal polarizabilities have been computed numerically for NS [11–14]. Typically k(2) ≃ 0.1 and C ≃ 0.15,2 which
means that the quadrupole deformation coefficient (1.4) is a large number of the order of ∼ 1000, hence the effect is
large enough to be measurable from GW signals with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio [6, 7, 18]. More precisely, we
can estimate its magnitude by computing the tidal phase from Eq. (1.2) at the point of contact of the two NS. At
leading order for two identical NS (with common Love number k(2) and compacity C), defining the contact point by




k(2)C−5/2 ≃ −14 rad , (1.5)
which is amply sufficient for detection and data analysis (see e.g. [19, 20]).
The tidal polarizabilities (1.6) are physical parameters to the extent that they directly parametrize the effective
matter action (2.1)–(2.2) we adopt in this work, following Refs. [21, 22], as an efficient and elegant tool to describe
tidal effects in the case of compact bodies. In the present paper, we shall analyze the tidal response of NS binaries and
the modification of the GW phase to higher order, corresponding to mass quadrupole, current quadrupole and mass
octupole tidal interactions. Accordingly, we introduce three tidal polarizability coefficients, conveniently denoted,











































A of Love numbers for the mass quadrupole,
current quadrupole and mass octupole moments of the body, with RA denoting its radius in a coordinate system such
that the area of the sphere of radius RA is 4πR
2
A.
As we have seen, the tidal mass quadrupole contribution to the phase (1.1) starts formally at 5PN order; here, we
shall also compute the next-to-leading (NL) as well as the next-to-next-to-leading (NNL) corrections arising formally
at 6PN and 7PN orders. The current quadrupole will start at NL/6PN order and we shall control the NNL/7PN
term therein, while the mass octupole term will be purely a NNL/7PN contribution. We shall finally include the tidal
contributions of GW tails to leading 6.5PN order, and to NL/7.5PN order.
In the formalism of effective action on which we lean, each compact object is described by an effective point particle
endowed with internal structure. The effect of the internal structure is described by some non-minimal matter
couplings to gravity introduced at the level of the action, involving relativistic tidal moments given by appropriate
covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor (or its dual), evaluated at the location of the particle, and partly contracted
with several occurrences of the four-velocity vector.
A regularization is required to removing the self field of the point-like object, thus “automatically” selecting the
external tidal field experienced by the body A due to the other bodies B 6= A composing the system. We rely
on dimensional regularization, which is known to give a complete physical answer in high PN approximations (see
2By contrast, the Love numbers of black holes, i.e., in the limit where the compacity CA → 12 , are exactly zero [12, 13, 15–17].
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notably [23, 24]). However, up to the NNL order, as shown in Appendix A, it is equivalent to the simpler Hadamard
“partie finie” regularization, so we actually use the Hadamard regularization in our practical calculations.
In the previous work [22], we obtained the tidal effects in the conservative equations of motion (EoM) of compact
binary systems to NNL order in the PN expansion. The internal structure and finite size of the compact objects were
described by means of the Fokker action associated with the sum of the effective matter action and the Einstein-
Hilbert gravitational action (with a gauge fixing term), through the three tidal polarizability coefficients (1.6). In
particular, we obtained the invariant energy of the compact binary system in the case of quasi-circular orbits, which
was found to be consistent with the (PN re-expansion) of the known effective-one-body (EoB) Hamiltonian [21].
In the present paper, we compute the tidal effects in the GW energy flux to NNL order within the so-called PN-
matched Multipolar-post-Minkowskian (MPM-PN) formalism, which applies specifically in harmonic coordinates [25–
32]. The MPM-PN approach describes the waveform by means of mass and current radiative multipole moments
defined in the asymptotic region, which are themselves related to some appropriate source-type multipole moments
defined in the near zone for the whole matter system. Beware that we work with two different kinds of multipole
moments in this article: the tidal moments, describing the individual deformation of the bodies, and the source
multipole moments describing the mass distribution of the overall system. Note that, at the lowest order, the theory
is linear, so that a given source multipole moment is the sum of its point-particle counterpart for the orbital motion
and the corresponding tidal multipole moments of both bodies.
The energy flux computed in the present paper, together with the conservative energy deduced from the EoM in our
previous work [22], are the two basic ingredients required for insertion into the flux-balance equation and computation
of the phase or frequency evolution to NNL order. As a matter of summary, we present here our end result for the







































Note that, besides the even PN corrections, there also appear half-integer 6.5PN and 7.5PN contributions, which are
due to propagating GW tails at infinity [26, 28].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we recall the matter action we start with (details of
its construction are given in e.g. [21, 22]) and compute the stress-energy tensor of the system as well as its 3+1
decomposition rewritten in a convenient form. Next, we calculate, in Sec. III, the potentials sourced by the previous
stress-energy tensor (some long formulas are relegated to Appendix B). In Sec. IV we apply the GW generation
formalism, which yields the source multipole moments of the binary system in a general frame. Those are then
specialized to the center of mass (CoM) frame and, in a last stage, for circular orbits (while the moments in a general
frame are too long, we present the CoM moments in Appendix B). As for the instantaneous GW flux, it is computed
in Sec. V in a modal form based on the mode decomposition of the source multipole moments. The missing tail part
is obtained from those flux modes. In Sec. VI we present our result for the phase evolution, both in the standard
Taylor form and in the Fourier domain, using the SPA. Finally, in Sec. VII, we conclude and make comparisons with
the existing literature. We prove in Appendix A that the dimensional and Hadamard regularizations are equivalent
for this problem up to NNL order.
II. MATTER ACTION AND STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR
A. General formalism
In the preceding paper [22], we analyzed the motion of a compact binary system including tidal interactions. To do
so, we considered the gravitational Einstein-Hilbert action endowed with the standard harmonic gauge fixing term,
to which we added the effective matter action for a system of N massive gravitationally interacting compact bodies
with internal structure. The motion was obtained by varying the associated Fokker action. The next crucial step in
our approach, pursued in this section, consists in the computation of the matter stress-energy-tensor, whose vocation
3To present our results below we conveniently use a “tilted” notation for the polarizabily coefficients defined by Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8). For



















The formula (1.7) can easily be reconciled with Eq. (1.2) to the leading order.
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is to be inserted in a GW generation formalism. For that purpose, we need only the matter part of the action which





dτA LA , (2.1)
where the term associated with particle A integrates over its proper time variation dτA which is such that the four
velocity cuµA = dy
µ






A = −1. Here, gAµν means that the metric is evaluated at the
location of the particle A, with the self-field contribution from A removed with the help of an appropriate self-field
regularization, namely dimensional regularization.
In the approximation of point particles (pp) deprived of internal structure and unresponsive to tidal fields, the
action is given by the standard mass term. To describe the response of the internal structure of the compact objects
to tidal interactions, we add to the point-particle action the following specific non-minimally coupled piece:4





















To the NNL order investigated in this paper, it is sufficient to consider the above three terms, made of quadratic
products of tidal mass and current multipole moments, namely the mass quadrupole tidal moment GAµν , the current
quadrupole HAµν and the mass octupole G
A
λµν . They are defined as
5







GAλµν = −c2∇⊥(λRAµρν)σuρAuσA . (2.3c)
The Riemann tensor and its dual are evaluated at point A following the regularization, and we denote ∇⊥λRAµνρσ ≡
(∇⊥λRµνρσ)A the projected covariant derivative, defined by (∇⊥λ )A = (⊥κλ ∇κ)A with (⊥νλ)A = (δνλ + uλuν)A. The
polarizability coefficients were already introduced in Eqs. (1.6).
The motivation for writing the Lagrangian (2.2) stems from the fact that the matter action for a given body, in the
limit of small radius relevant for compact objects, can be expanded near the worldline of a representative point on
which the resulting action is then localized, and that, in the absence of spins, it can be only built from the metric and
its derivatives in a way that preserves parity and general covariance. We already emphasized the crucial role played
by the self-field regularization, which must properly be the dimensional regularization in this framework.
In order to compute the stress-energy tensor, we first shift from the action (2.1) parametrized by the particle’s
proper time τA to an action defined in terms of an arbitrary parametrization τ¯ . For instance, this parametrization
can be the same for all particles. Once this is done, the ensuing expression for the action is manifestly invariant by





















u¯µ, gµν , Rµνρσ ,∇λRµνρσ
)
. (2.5)
As it is written, the Lagrangian L¯ is an (ordinary) function of independent variables: the arbitrary parametrized
four-velocity u¯µ, the covariant metric, the Riemann tensor and the covariant derivative of the Riemann tensor. The
configuration variables are just the particle’s positions yµ(τ¯ ) and their derivatives u¯µ(τ¯ ). We thus define the linear





4We use the same conventions and notation as in Ref. [22]. See [21, 22] for more details, as well as [6, 12, 13, 15, 33–36] for preceding
fundamental works and alternative discussions. See also [37, 38] for general definitions of the Dixon moments, including spins, or [39–41]
for a more practical approach at the level of the action.
5The dual of the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ is defined as R∗µνρσ ≡ 12 εµνλκRλκρσ , where εµνλκ stands for the totally anti-symmetric Levi-Civita
tensor, with ε0123 =
√−g. The underlined indices are to be excluded from the operation of symmetrization.
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Following Refs. [37–39, 41], we further introduce the quadrupole current Jµνρσ and octupole current Jλµνρσ as6
Jµνρσ = −6 ∂L¯
∂Rµνρσ
, Jλµνρσ = −12 ∂L¯
∂∇λRµνρσ . (2.7)
The current Jµνρσ, and the current Jλµνρσ on its four last indices, have the same symmetries as the Riemann tensor.
In addition, Jλµνρσ satisfies the cyclic symmetry J [λµν]ρσ = 0 as a consequence of the Bianchi identity.








Next, the stress-energy tensor is obtained by variation with respect to the metric. With the action depending on the
Riemann tensor and its first covariant derivative, we obtain it as the sum of pole, quadrupole and octupole pieces [41],





There is no dipole contribution since we neglect the spins. The pole part takes the usual form of the stress-energy
tensor of a particle with worldline yµ, four-linear momentum pµ and four-velocity u




δ(4)(x− y)√−g , (2.10)






























































δ(4)(x− y)√−g . (2.11b)
As the latter formulas are general [37–39, 41], we can apply them to the specific case of the Lagrangian (2.2). For
simplicity, we present the results setting c = 1. Note the useful formula which links the current quadrupole invariant







The linear momentum is then found to be




































and we observe, as a check, the consequence of the invariance of the action by worldline reparametrization, namely
pµu












λµν = L . (2.14)

















thereby completing the dynamics. As a verification of the EoM and stress-energy tensor, we performed a direct
variation of the mass quadrupole contribution ∝ µ(2)A in the action (2.2), i.e., without using the general formalism (2.5)
nor the definitions of pµ, J
µνρσ and Jλµνρσ , which led us to an equivalent result.
6The chosen prefactors match previous definitions in the literature [41]. As shown in the Appendix A of [41], they are such that Jµνρσ
and Jλµνρσ coincide with the Dixon quadrupole and octupole moments [37, 38], respectively, at the considered approximation level. We
refer to (2.7) as multipole “currents” in order to reduce confusion with the tidal moments GL, HL as well as with the source multipole
moments IL, JL considered in Sec. IV.
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B. Ready-to-use expressions
Equations (2.10)–(2.11) express the matter stress-energy tensor, together with the explicit expressions (2.13) of the
linear momentum and (2.15) of the currents, in terms of the tidal multipole moments. In turn, the tidal moments are
given in terms of the metric, curvature and matter variables by Eqs. (2.3). In this section and the next one, we need














where we use the coordinate-time t parametrization and denote δA ≡ δ(3)[x−yA(t)] the usual three-dimensional Dirac




















































Note that all the U ’s are symmetric over µ and ν; moreover, UµναβA and U
µναβγ
A , over their 4 first indices, have the
same symmetries as the Jacobi tensor Rα(µν)β [remind the definitions (2.7)].
By expliciting the covariant derivatives in (2.16) as the sum of partial derivatives and Christoffel symbols, we get

























































































































Finally, the basic matter variables that we use in our GW generation formalism are defined by
σ ≡ T
00 + T ii
c2
, σi ≡ T
0i
c
, σij ≡ T ij . (2.20)
These quantities will comprise a point-particle part and a tidal part. The point-particle (pp) part is defined by the
usual expression corresponding to the minimal coupling to the metric, i.e., Eq. (2.10) in which pµ is replaced by muµ,
the first term in (2.13), so that we have

























1 δ1 + 1↔ 2 , (2.21c)







1 = (c, v
i
1) denote the ordinary coordinate velocity, u
0
1 = [−(gµν)1vµ1 vν1/c2]−1/2 stands for the Lorentz
factor, and 1 ↔ 2 is the contribution of the other particle. Beware that the point-particle part (2.21) will actually
involve “indirectly” tidal effects contained into the potentials parametrizing the metric as computed in Sec. III.
In order to compute the multipole moments of the system IL, JL defined in Sec. IV, we require σ to be known
at NNL order, σi at NL and σij at leading order, for both the point-particle and tidal parts. For the treatment
of the tidal corrections, it is convenient to split the temporal and spatial indices of Eq. (2.18). We then obtain
the complete, ready-to-use expressions for the “direct” tidal parts σtidal, (σi)tidal and (σij)tidal in terms of the tidal
multipole moments; these are reported in Appendix B.
The tidal moments Gij , Hij and Gijk (when evaluated at point 1) have been computed in Eqs. (4.1) of [22].
However, in order to present the expressions of σtidal, (σi)tidal and (σij)tidal as shown in Eqs. (B1) and everywhere
henceforth, like for instance in Eq. (3.4), we rather use the tetradic components of these moments, denoted Gˆab, Hˆab






a ) constructed as follows:
e µ0 ≡ uµ , (2.22a)
e µa =
(




eai with eai ≡ (√γ)ai . (2.22b)
Here γµν = gµλ ⊥νλ is the inverse of the positive-definite metric γµν = gµν + uµuν induced on the hypersurface
orthogonal to uµ at the intersection point with the worldline, and the spatial tetrad vectors are defined from the
square root (
√
γ)ai of the positive definite symmetric matrix γij . One can show that this basis is complete and
orthonormal (for more details, see [43]).
Remembering that the tidal moments are defined in the particle’s local frame orthogonal to the four velocity, i.e.

























where eβν denotes the (transposed) inverse of e
µ
α . The projection of the tidal tensors onto this tetrad simplifies
significantly the computations, mostly because the projected three-dimensional tidal tensors become traceless. We
know however, from the fact that the Lagrangian (2.2) does not depend on the tetrad (see also the discussion in Sec. II
of Ref. [22]), that the final results are independent on a particular choice of tetrad (e µ0 , e
µ
a ) used in intermediate
calculations. Other groups [44] may use different conventions for the tetrad with equivalent final results (see Table I
in Sec. VII).
III. COMPUTATION OF THE METRIC POTENTIALS
For this calculation, the metric, including tidal contributions, is required up to NNL 7PN order. This is in contrast
with our previous work [22] on the NNL dynamics and EoM, where it was sufficient to insert the 2PN metric just
for point particles, discarding internal structure effects; what made that possible were the specific properties of
the Fokker action. Here, in order to get the multipole moments at the desired accuracy, we do need the 2PN
metric including the tidal contributions therein. We employ our traditional parametrization by the set of elementary
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potentials {V, Vi, Wˆij , Xˆ, Rˆi},8















































The above full 2PN metric is used, after dropping all tidal terms, to compute the Riemann tensor and the tidal
moments (2.3), which allows controlling the tidal parts (B1) of the matter currents. On the other hand, the NNL
tidal effects in the metric (3.1) are crucial for computing the point-particle parts of the matter currents (2.21) and
the source multipole moments defined in Sec. IV, which will be inserted later into the formula for the flux. Note that
for the computation of the source multipole moments in Eq. (4.4), the only 2PN term is ∝ σ2PN, in which the metric
only appears through
√−g; in this calculation at NNL, Xˆ and Rˆi do not appear, meaning that only V at NL order
as well as Vi and Wˆij at leading order will be strictly necessary. These potentials are defined by
V = −4πGσ , (3.2a)




)− ∂iV ∂jV . (3.2c)
The definitions are general and, of course, the source terms may involve both pp and tidal contributions, e.g. σ =
σpp + σtidal, where the tidal part in terms of the tidal moments is displayed in Eqs. (B1).
The techniques we use for computing the potentials are well documented elsewhere (see e.g. [45, 46]). In this work,
dissipative radiation reaction effects can be ignored since they do not to contribute to the flux until the 2.5PN order,
so that the Green function will be taken to be the symmetric one. As usual, it is essential to use a proper UV-type
regularisation, namely dimensional regularization. In fact, we do not need for the present problem the corrections it
brings with respect to simpler purely three-dimensional approaches, such as Hadamard’s regularization, which gives
equivalent results at the NNL tidal order. We present in Appendix A a detailed proof of this statement.
The tidal contributions to the metric obtained in present formalism show an interesting feature, already observed
for binary systems of spinning compact objects in [43]: the tidal part of the potential V contains a distributional
term, which arises because of the distributional multi-derivatives in the expressions of the matter sources (B1). To




1 − 4π3 δabδ1, this leads to a
distributional term for V proportional to the trace δabGˆ1ab, but which vanishes because the tidal tensors are projected
onto the tetrad and are traceless. At the NL 6PN order, though, the distributional piece is non-zero and given by the


















This term will not contribute to our calculation because the NL potential V is only needed in a surface term at infinity
where the UV regularization is irrelevant. However, it would be important to take into account if we were to evaluate
the equivalent volume integral. For the ordinary part of the complete potential V at the NL order, computed with











































































8With a slight abuse of notation, the PN remainders O(c−8, c−7, c−6) means either that the metric is accurate to 2PN order in the standard























































































where we recall the definition (2.23) of the projected tidal moments. Consistently with the approximation, we also



































Notice that, due to the way the leading term of (σi)tidal is written in Eq. (B1b), some non-zero distributional terms
are generated by multi-derivatives, but they cancel out in the end, so the potential Vi does not contain any. For the



















































































































The point-particle part is depicted in the first line, where we denote ∂Ai ≡ ∂/∂yiA and S ≡ r1 + r2 + r12. These
potentials satisfy V = O(1/c4), ∆Vi = O(1/c2) and ∆Wˆij = −∂iV ∂jV + O(1/c2) outside the particles. We also





































which yield at the NL order the same EoM as obtained in Ref. [22]. This test confirms the values of all potentials
that are required for the integration of the source multipole moments in Sec. IV. Note that, for this verification, we
had to determine Vi at NL and also Rˆi at lowest order, where Rˆi is defined by
Rˆi = −4πG
(
V σi − Viσ
)− 2∂kV ∂iVk − 3
2
∂tV ∂iV . (3.8)
We do not give their values since they do not enter our later calculations.
IV. COMPUTATION OF SOURCE MULTIPOLE MOMENTS
The symmetric-trace-free (STF) multipole moments of isolated PN radiative sources are known from a matching
between the inner PN expansion in the system near zone and the outer MPM expansion in the far zone [30, 31]. For












δℓ xˆLΣ− 4(2ℓ+ 1)δℓ+1































(x, t+ zr/c) . (4.1b)
Here, xˆL ≡ STF(xi1xi2 · · ·xiℓ) is the multipolar factor, the brackets surrounding indices refer to the STF projection,
and the Σ’s (or their partial time-derivatives Σ(n)’s), which must be evaluated at position x and at time t+ z|x|/c,
are defined in terms of the PN expansion of the stress-energy pseudo-tensor τ¯µν in harmonic coordinates by
Σ ≡ τ¯
00 + τ¯ ii
c2
, Σi ≡ τ¯
0i
c
, Σij ≡ τ¯ ij . (4.2)
The overbar refers to the PN expansion (see Sec. II in [46] for further discussion). Eq. (2.20) gives the corresponding
matter parts. The expressions of the source moments (4.1) are formally valid up to any PN order. In practice, their
PN-expanded expressions are to be computed by means of the infinite PN series9∫ 1
−1








Σ(2k)(x, t) . (4.3)
An important feature of Eqs. (4.1) is the presence of the finite part (FP) operation when some complex parameter
B goes to zero. The role of the finite part is to deal with the infra-red (IR) divergences initially introduced into
the multipole moments by the fact that their PN-expanded integrands diverge at spatial infinity (as r → +∞). See
Ref. [46] for details on how we deal in practice with this IR regularization. At the NNL order, we shall explicitly
verify that the IR constant r0 in Eqs. (4.1) never appears.
Like in previous works [46, 47], we find it convenient to decompose IL into three pieces corresponding to the three
terms entering (4.1a), referred to as scalar (S), vector (V) and tensor (T) terms. Applying the formula (4.3), we
further split each of these pieces into parts labelled I, II, III, . . . according to their PN order. This leads to the
decomposition of the ℓ-th order mass-type moment to NNL order (omitting the PN remainders) as


























































VIL = − 4(2ℓ+ 1)
























VIIL = − 2(2ℓ+ 1)






















Similarly, for the ℓ-th order current moments to NNL order,
JL = VIL +VIIL +TIL , (4.5a)




(1− z2)ℓ , so that
∫ 1
−1
dz δℓ(z) = 1 and lim
ℓ→+∞
δℓ(z) = δ(z) .
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d3x r2xˆL−1〉aσb , (4.5c)
TIL = − (2ℓ+ 1)













The various encountered terms are of three types: (i) the compact support (C) terms, whose integrands are
proportional to the matter currents σ’s, (ii) the non-compact (NC) support terms, whose volume integrals extend
up to infinity, and (iii) the “surface” terms, also non-compact, but whose integrands are either pure divergences, or
products of xˆL and pure Laplacians. By integrating the latter terms by parts (taking into account the regularization
factor rB), one can transform them into easy-to-compute surface integrals (see Sec. III C in [46] for details). In















where the notation (· · · )∞ means the Hadamard partie finie regularization at infinity. With this formula, we have
shown that, at NNL order, all the terms of this type for F = {V 2, V 3, V Wˆ , V Vi} vanish. The remaining terms (C and
NC) can be integrated exactly. In the first case, we use the characteristic property of the Dirac distribution in the
context of Hadamard’s regularization,
∫
d3xF (x, t) δ1 = (F )1, where (F )1 is the regularized value of the function F
at point x = y1. There is a similar formula for delta’s derivatives obtained by integration by parts. In the second case,
we perform a brute-force integration after an appropriate change of variable as described in Sec. V D 3 of Ref. [48].
The explicit expressions of the (tidal parts of the) multipole moments of the system to NNL order are too long to be
listed. However, they are substantially shortened by going to the frame of the center of mass (CoM). The conditions
for going from a general frame to the CoM frame have been investigated in Sec. V of Ref. [22]. For quantities in the












































− = 0 when the two bodies are identical (with the same mass and
internal structure). The tidal parts of the multipole moments in the CoM frame are reported in Appendix B.
Next, we reduce the CoM moments for quasi-circular orbits following Sec. VI of [22]. To present the results,
we introduce the normalized mass difference ∆ ≡ m1−m2m and the PN parameter γ = Gmrc2 . We denote n the unit
direction pointing from body 2 to 1, λ the unit vector perpendicular to n in the orbital plane, and ℓ the unit vector
perpendicular to the orbital plane, such that (n,λ, ℓ) forms a direct orthonormal triad. This implies notably that
λi = v
i
rω for exactly circular orbits, with v
i = vi1 − vi2 representing the relative velocity. It is also convenient to use









































































































































































































































































































































































































V. ENERGY FLUX FOR QUASI-CIRCULAR ORBITS
A. Mode decomposition of the instantaneous part of the flux
Our main goal is to obtain the GW energy flux F ≡ (dE/dt)GW at the NNL/2PN order. When non-linear tail
effects in the wave propagation are ignored, the resulting “instantaneous” flux Finst at the NNL/2PN order is a mere
quadratic form of the (ℓ + 1)-th time derivatives I(ℓ+1)L (t) of the source moments IL ≡ {IL, JL}, with general term
∝ I(ℓ+1)L I(ℓ+1)L . Knowing those moments, the computation of Finst is straightforward but can be performed in a
particularly convenient way by decomposing the STF tensors IL into some orthogonal STF basis associated with a
natural triad of the problem. This decomposition induces a related mode splitting of the flux, which is essential to
its EoB treatment [50]. We will thus define here the flux modes more precisely and list their tidal parts at the NNL
order.
As before we adopt the moving triad (n,λ, ℓ), with ℓ = n × v/|n × v| = n × λ representing the unit vector
pointing towards the Newtonian angular momentum or, alternatively, the value of the former triad at ascending
node, say (n0,λ0, ℓ0). By definition of the orbital phase for planar orbits, we have n = cosφn0 + sinφλ0. Posing
m = (n + iλ)
√
2 [or m0 = (n0 + iλ0)
√
2], it is often useful, in three dimensions, to introduce instead the associated
complex triads (m,m, ℓ) [or (m0,m0, ℓ0)], where the bar denotes the complex conjugation. Notice the simple relations
m = e−iφm0 and ℓ = ℓ0 for non-spinning (planar) binaries. Our orthogonal (un-normalized) STF basis will then be
chosen to be (αℓmL )ℓ,|m|6ℓ, with α
ℓm
L = m
〈M ℓL−M〉 for 0 6 m 6 ℓ, and αℓmL = (−1)mm〈|M|ℓL−|M|〉 for −ℓ 6 m < 0.





2mℓ!(2ℓ− 1)!! δm,m′ . (5.1)







Iℓmαℓm0L e−imφ . (5.2)
For circular orbits, the coefficients Iℓm only depend on the orbital frequency ω. Because dφ/dt = ω, with ω˙ ≡
dω/dt = O(1/c5) vanishing up to the 2PN order, differentiation of the expression (5.2) is equivalent to the replacement
αℓmL → −imωαℓmL (which removes the mode m = 0). In particular, the component m of I(ℓ+1)L is proportional to
e−imφ, as is the mode hℓm associated with the latter multipole at linear order in the decomposition of h = h+−ih× into
spin-weighted spherical harmonics of weight -2 for planar systems (see, e.g., Ref. [49] for further explanations), which
is a simple way to see that the two decompositions coincide, apart from normalization factors that must disappear
from observable quantities.
13






2ℓ+2|Iℓm|2 +O(ω˙) , (5.3)
where we have used the orthogonality formula (5.1), the definition of α
ℓ−|m|
L , as well as the reality condition for IL,
i.e., Iℓ−m = (−1)mIℓm. The precise ℓ-dependent global factors are given in Eq. (5.5) below, after the replacement
U (1) → I(ℓ+1) for the instantaneous part of the flux. We investigate the tail part of the flux (which depends on the
past of the system) in Sec. VB.
Finally, the part of the instantaneous flux proportional to |Iℓm|2 for 1 6 m 6 ℓ will be denoted Fℓminst henceforth.
To present these modes to NNL order in the case of quasi-circular orbits, we employ the invariant dimensionless PN
parameter x = (Gmωc3 )
2/3. The non-zero tidal corrections in the various modes are given by




























































































































































































































































































































































































B. Mode calculation of the tail part of the flux
The full flux, including non-linear propagation effects, is parametrized by the so-called mass and current radiative






















































where we have restricted ourselves to the 2PN order. The physical content of this expression lies in the relationship
between the radiative moments and the source moments computed in Sec. IV. At the linear level, the radiative
moments UL = {UL, VL} are just the ℓ-th time derivatives of the source moments IL = {IL, JL}. At the quadratic
14
level, the radiative moments involve the interaction between the ADM mass M and the source moments IL in the









































where τℓ and λℓ denote two gauge constants, which will cancel out in the end of our calculation. Consistently with
the approximation, we include the leading and NL tail effects which will correspond to formal 6.5PN and 7.5PN
contributions in the tidal terms. We then need only the tail entering the mass quadrupole, current quadrupole and
mass octupole moments.11
The computation of the tails is conveniently achieved by starting from the following alternative form for the
instantaneous and tail part of the radiative moments:



















where T is an arbitrary time scale and Pℓ denotes either τℓ or λℓ. Now, it was proved in the Appendix B of [51]
that, in the case of decaying quasi-circular orbits, the frequency on which depend the integrands in Eq. (5.7), e.g.
(d/dt)(ℓ+1)[Iℓm(t− τ)αℓm0L e−imφ(t−τ)], can be substituted with its value at the current time t, modulo some remainder
O(ln c/c5). This amounts to replacing the frequency ω(t − τ) by ω(t) and the phase φ(t − τ) by φ(t) − ω(t)τ . The








































with cℓm(ω) = i sign(m)π/2 − (ln(|m|ωPℓ) + γE). The flux is obtained by squaring Eq. (5.9) multiplied by an extra


































Thus, the tail contribution of the (ℓ,m) flux piece at the relative 1.5PN order is simply given by 2πkmFℓminst with
km = GωmM/c
3. Note that the factor km is just the first order term in the expansion of the squared module of
the tail resummed-factor Tℓm introduced in Ref. [50]. The ADM mass M must crucially include the leading tidal







































































10For the present calculation, we do not need to consider other non-tail (instantaneous) terms arising at the same order O(1/c3) as the tails
but only for ℓ > 4 in the mass sector and ℓ > 3 in the current sector (see Ref. [49]).
11The expression of the link between the radiative moments UL and the source moments IL is known to simplify significantly when
appropriate mass and current canonical moments, ML = IL + O(1/c5) and SL = JL + O(1/c5), are introduced instead of the source
moments (see Eq. (5.9) of Ref. [49]). We checked that the leading correction in the canonical mass quadrupole moment Mij for which
tidal effects would give a contribution at the NNL/7.5PN level actually vanishes. On the other hand, the radiation reaction dissipative
pieces O(ω˙) being purely instantaneous and “time-odd”, cannot contribute to the flux for quasi-circular orbits at this level.
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VI. GW PHASE EVOLUTION FOR QUASI-CIRCULAR ORBITS
Writing the GW energy flux as F = Fpp + Ftidal, we have just computed the tidal part of the dissipative energy
flux, Ftidal, in Eqs. (5.4) and (5.12). The part generated by point particles without internal structure, Fpp, already








































































































































































































Together with the conservative energy of the system available in Eqs. (6.5) of [22], the above energy flux permits








= ω . (6.3)
As is well known, there are various ways to solve those equations approximately, called PN approximants, yielding
significant deviations from numerical relativity at small separations, i.e., outside the domain of validity of the PN
expansion [4]. Following the simplest adiabatic Taylor PN approximant, we obtain the phase in the time domain as
ϕ = ϕpp + ϕtidal, where we recall the point-particle result up to 2.5PN order,















































































































































































































Next, motivated by data analysis applications, we provide the phase in the Fourier domain within the stationary-
phase approximation for the dominant mode at twice the orbital frequency, with Fourier GW frequency f and PN

















































































































































































































The result for the tidal part of the SPA phase in the case of equal bodies, with the same mass and identical polarizability
parameters, has already been provided in Eq. (1.7).
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper and the preceding one [22], we have solved the problem of the dynamics and GW emission of compact
binary systems without spins for tidal, internal structure-dependent effects at the next-to-next-to-leading (NNL) order,
meaning formally the order 7.5PN (taking into account tails) in the GW phase evolution. We used the formalism of the
effective matter action of Ref. [21], which describes massive point-like particles with internal structure by introducing
specific non-minimal couplings to the space-time curvature that model the finite size effects of the compact bodies
due to the tidal interactions. Since the matter action is localized on the worldline of the particles, it is sometimes
referred to as a “skeletonized” action. To the NNL order there appear three polarizability coefficients corresponding
to mass quadrupole, current quadrupole and mass octupole tidal interactions. In Ref. [22], we derived the associated
effective Fokker action to obtain the conservative dynamics, i.e., EoM and conserved integrals of the motion.
In the present paper, we computed the matter stress-energy tensor of the compact binary from the same effective
action, and inserted it into a GW generation formalism based on MPM approximations for the external field [25],
which are matched to the PN expansion of the inner field [30, 31]. The MPM-PN approach constitutes a very general
way for computing the GW emission (and radiation reaction onto the source) once one is given the matter stress-
energy-tensor. In particular, we resorted to general ready-to-use expressions for the source multipole moments and
nonlinear interactions between those moments (tails, etc.) leading to the observable waveform at infinity and, thus,
the energy flux. At last, once the flux to NNL order for tidal effects had been obtained and reduced for circular
orbits, we combined it with the result for the conservative energy found in [22]. Namely, we employed the standard
flux-balance argument to determine the binary’s chirp, i.e., the orbital phase and frequency evolution through GW
emission for compact binaries on quasi-circular orbits.
Our results extend and complete several previous results in the literature. In the Table I, we summarize the previous
achievements in the field for each PN order and multipole component. We agree with all the previous results quoted
17
in Table I. Finally, with the present paper, the tidal phase of non-spinning NS binaries is complete up to the NNL
order including NL tails, which means formally up to the high 7.5PN level.13
ϕtidal Mass quadrupole Current quadrupole Mass octupole
5PN (L) [6, 7, 18, 44, 57] X × ×
6PN (NL) [18, 44, 58] X [58, 59] X ×
6.5PN (tail) [18, 58] X × ×
7PN (NNL) X X [56, 58] X
7.5PN (tail) X X X
TABLE I. Comparison with the existing literature. We indicate for each order and each multipolar piece contributing to the
tidal phase ϕtidal the previous references having achieved it and with which we agree (note that Ref. [18] considers only the
case of equal bodies). The contributions obtained with the present paper are indicated as a checkmark X. Up to NNL order
including tails, the tidal phase is now complete.
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Appendix A: Proof that dimensional and Hadamard regularizations are equivalent at NNL order
In order to show that dimensional and Hadamard regularizations are equivalent at NNL order, we need to show that
the multipole moments integrated with these two regularizations have the same value. The regularizations appear
in two different steps of the computation: the integration of the elementary potentials and the integration of the
multipole moments. We deal in Appendix A1 with the required potentials and in Appendix A2 with the multipoles.
In order to do so, we give general arguments regarding the structure of the different quantities considered. In both
parts of this proof, we use the fact that in d = 3 + ε dimensions, the sources σ, σi and σij displayed in Eqs. (2.21)
and (B1) have the same structure as in 3d and that their value are continuous for ε→ 0.
1. Equivalence for potentials
As said in Sec. III, we only require the potentials V at 1PN and Vi, Wˆij at Newtonian order for the integration of the
multipole moments. Their definitions are given in Eq. (3.2). Both V and Vi have sources with compact supports and
are thus qualified of “compact support potentials” (C). By contrast, the source of Wˆij involves a compact part as well
as a non-compact part, hence Wˆij itself splits correspondingly into a compact potential and a so-called “non-compact
support potential” (NC). The latter is actually a “∂V ∂V potential”, defined in general as a NC potential whose source
can be written as S(∂V ∂V ) = ∂pAA(C)∂pBB(C), where A(C) and B(C) are two C potentials, while pA is the number
of spatial or time derivatives considered. Both C or ∂V ∂V types have to be treated differently since the structure of
their terms are different. The differences between regularizations arise when we take the limit r1 = |x − y1| → 0. It
is then very convenient to split for a function F its regular part from its singular part when r1 → 0. For any function
F admitting a power-like expansion (with possible powers of logarithms) when r1 → 0, we can define its regular part












13However we disagree with some coefficients in the literature. First, with the 6PN coefficient due to the current quadrupole moment
computed in Ref. [56]. Second, with the mass quadrupole contribution to the tail term at the 7.5PN order as reported in Ref. [18]. The




























with κT2 = 6µ˜
(2)
+ in their notation (recall that we have µ˜
(2)
−
= 0 for identical NS). Further work [21] fixed α¯
(2)
2 = 85/14 to be the
contribution of the NNL equations of motion to the phasing. Now, the comparison with our present results, given for two equal bodies by
Eq. (1.2) in the Introduction, permits inferring that β222 = 642083/1016064, so that, with this value, we are in agreement up to the NNL
level for the mass quadrupole interaction; but we find that the NL 7.5PN tail term has the coefficient − 2137
546
π ≃ −12.296 instead of the
coefficient − 4283
1092
π ≃ −12.322 obtained in Ref. [18]. 18
where 1fˆ
L








1 ). What remains in the expansion defines
the so-called singular part Fsing = F − Freg. The extraction of the regular part of F at 1 defines an operator R1
as R1[F ] = Freg. The properties of this operator and its counterpart S1, such that S1[F ] = Fsing, are discussed in
Sec. IIIB of Ref. [21]. Let us simply remind that they are linear and commute with space or time derivatives.
For any potential P considered in our problem, having a C part P (C) and a “∂V ∂V ” part P (∂V ∂V ), it can be








































sing + 1↔ 2
)}
, (A2c)















reg + 1↔ 2
)}
, (A2d)
where pA comes from the definition of S
(∂V ∂V ), nA is the number of spatial derivatives in the source of A
(C), and







































ℓ = (−1)ℓ2ℓ−1Γ(d/2+ℓ−1)/[ℓ! Γ(d/2−1)(1−ε)]. In order to show that the potentials have the same expression
for both regularizations, we have to check that the structures of the regular and singular part are the same for ε = 0
and ε 6= 0, meaning that poles in 1/ε do not appear.
a. Compact support
P (C) evaluated at x = y1 in dimensional regularization or directly in 3 dimensions with the help of Hadamard’s
procedure lead to the same result, for in neither cases the purely singular part contributes. Indeed, in dimensional
regularization, for an appropriate choice of ε, it automatically vanishes for r1 = 0. In the Hadamard’s finite part
regularization, the reason for which it is zero is instead that the finite part of a function F does belong to R1[F ].
b. Non-compact support
Let us now demonstrate that the two terms in Eq. (A2c) are equivalent for both regularizations. The potential
P (∂V ∂V ) is sourced by





























The first term in (A4) is the source of the first term in Eq. (A2c). It is then sufficient to show that applying on
the former the Poisson integral in d dimensions properly regularized at infinity, denoted as ∆˜−1, cannot create a
pole. Indeed, in the absence of pole, the limit of the result when ε → 0 is a well-defined particular solution, which
can only differ from the Hadamard’s one by a regular homogeneous solution. This difference is also deprived of pole
and reduces to zero if the same regularization is used to cure infra-red (IR) divergences at infinity in d and three
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dimensions. To produce a pole in the current context, the d-dimensional Poisson integral operator ∆−1 has to be






1 with q ∈ Z. On the other hand, since sA,B > 1,
our source term is made of elementary STF pieces nˆL1 r
α+qε
1 with α 6 −4, which shows incidentally that its Poisson
integral is well-defined at infinity, hence it is legitimate to work with the operator ∆−1 instead of ∆˜−1. For this source
term to contain a pole, we must have either α = ℓ − 2 6 −4, which is impossible, or α = −ℓ − 3 with ℓ > 1. In that
second situation, the parity πσ of the sum of the ε
0 coefficient in the power of r1, namely −ℓ− 3, and of the number
of ni1 factors, ℓ, is odd, while the parity of the same sum, which we could refer to as πσ-type parity, computed for
nSASB1 /r
2+sA+sB+2ε
1 is even. This contradicts the fact that those two parities must be equal, and that, because the
number of ni factors in nSASB minus that in nˆL is necessarily an even integer, i.e., ℓ and sA + sB have the same
parity. Thus, no pole can appear due to the action of ∆˜−1 and it is safe to take the limit ε→ 0. As for the first term




1 , with k ∈ N, so none of them has the
required form to produce a pole either.
The second terms in (A2c) and (A2d) are expressed in terms of the local functions (A3a)–(A3b). The limit ε→ 0
is well defined for each of them and commutes with the operators R1 and S1. The precise expression of g
(d)
reg is
unimportant for the analysis. The poles manifesting themselves in the sum over ℓ and in the last term of (A3b) are
mere constants, which are canceled after the action of the derivatives ∂1SA∂2SB , with here sA+ sB > 2. In fact, their
combination even admits a finite limit ε → 0, namely ln(r12/r0) − 1. The key point is that, due to greg, there is a
non-zero regular part in the solution.
Note that the source (A4) produces distributional pieces, e.g., nSA1 r
−nA−1−ε
1 ∂
nB (1/r1+ε1 ), but those are zero provided
−ε is chosen to have a sufficiently large real part, thus vanishing in dimensional regularization. In the case ε = 0,
they are consistently discarded following Hadamard’s regularization [60].
2. Equivalence for the multipole moments
The multipole moments are defined as volume integrals over certain regular kernels, typically xˆij , multiplied by
compact sources (e.g. σ), non-compact potentials, or derivatives of non-compact potentials. Since the structure of the
involved potentials is known in d dimensions, we are now in the position to investigate possible differences between
the dimensional and Hadamard regularization arising from the volume integration.
a. Compact support
When the elementary source has a compact support, it can always be rewritten, using the same manipulation as
for the transformation of the σ’s, as a sum of derivatives of (Freg∂
nPP∂nQQ...)δ
(3)
1 (or likewise with δ
(3)
2 ), where P ,
Q, ..., are compact-support or ∂V ∂V potentials. Then, the factor in front of any given Dirac distribution can be
substituted with its value at point 1, i.e., ∂nPP → (∂nPP )1, which is nothing but (∂nPR1[P ])1 both for Hadamard
and dimensional regularizations, according to the previous discussion. Since, in addition, R1[P ] is continuous as a
function of ε in the limit ε → 0, we conclude that the two prescriptions yield the same result for the integration of
compact-support terms, with the convention that the Hadamard finite part ( )1 of a product of derivative of potentials
∂nPP∂nQQ · · · should be “distributive”, i.e., defined as (∂nPP )1(∂nQQ)1 · · · .
b. Non-compact support
Let us next turn to the non-compact support terms. To get the UV difference DI between the integral I(d) over a









and its Hadamard counterpart
∫
|x|<R














where the sum over q is finite. Based on this relation, we shall show that DI = 0, taking advantage of the fact that






1 = 0 unless ℓ = p.
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A close look at Eqs. (4.4)–(4.5) reveals that all the terms but one are ∂V ∂V -type potentials multiplied by some
regular functions. The only left term14 is proportional to xˆLWˆij∂ijV at Newtonian order and requires a separate
treatment.
Let us consider now the pure ∂V ∂V -type terms, whose source structure at the leading Newtonian order required




2 comprise an ordinary and a distributional
part which does non trivially vanish. The distributional part is made of derivatives of Dirac delta functions and is to
be treated in the same way as compact support terms, this case having already been discussed above.
Regarding the ordinary parts of ∂V ∂V terms, since evidently DI = 0 for regular functions, we focus on the





1 , with sA,B > 1, has a non-zero coefficient f1
(ε)
−3,q in (A5) whenever sA + sB + 2 = 3.





1 Freg, is made of a sum of terms ∝ r2k+ℓ1 nˆL1 × r−1−sA−ε1 nˆSA1 with k > 0, by virtue of Eq. (A1). The
angular integral of f1
(ε)
p,q ∝ nˆL1 nˆSA1 , for p = −3 = 2k + ℓ − 1 − sA, vanishes unless ℓ = sA, but this is impossible or,
else, the contradictory statements 2k − 1 = −3 and k > 0 would hold simultaneously. As a consequence, there is no
contribution of the ∂V ∂V sources to DI.





at Newtonian order. The contributions associated with the compact part Wˆ
(C)
ij or the distributional part have already
been handled, so there only remains xˆLWˆ
(∂V ∂V )





















sing , of the form Freg times Eq. (A2a) times Eq. (A2c).
The piece (i) cannot contribute to DI, while (ii) is structurally equal to ∂Jr−1−ε1 Freg, which has been already proved
not to contribute to DI either. The piece (iii) can be decomposed into two parts, corresponding to the two terms
under the curly brackets in Eq. (A2c):
(iiia) The first part has a general term ∝ r2k+ℓ1 nˆL1 ×nJ1 r−sA−sB−2ε1 , for which the same parity argument as used in the
∂V ∂V case applies: the πσ-type parity is even, so that the angular integral of the r
−3
1 coefficient is necessarily
zero.
(iiib) For the second part, the specific source of V starts to play a role in the analysis. The number of derivatives
n in the leading tidal term of σ is equal to two (both of space type), hence V is schematically given by
∂ab(f1(t)δ1) + 1↔ 2. This entails, for Wˆij , that sA,B = pA,B + nA,B 6 3 in the expansion (A4) near r1 = 0 in









1 ), which, therefore, cannot diverge faster than r
−2
1 . Again, no contribution
to DI arise.
The last piece, of type (iv), also consists of two sorts of terms:
(iva) The first ones, xˆij × ∂Kr−1−ε1 × nˆJ1 r−sA−sB−2ε1 , turn out to be too divergent to contain 1/r31 powers in the tidal
part. This is because we have for them either k = 4 and sA + sB > 2, or k > 2 and sA + sB = 4, according




1 does not diverge faster
than r−3+qε1 , but its angular integral vanishes. In both events, the corresponding DI is zero.
(ivb) As for the second sort of terms, Freg∂Ir
−1−ε
1 × ∂1SA∂2SBg(3+ε)sing , their πσ-type parity is well defined and reduces
to that of the general term of r−11 g
(3)
sing. It is thus even, preventing those terms to contribute to Eq. (A5).
14As we have seen in Eq. (4.6), source terms of the type xˆL∆F can be recast into surface integrals at infinity and are thus irrelevant for the
present discussion about UV divergences.
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To conclude, we have shown that the Hadamard regularization is equivalent to the dimensional regularization when
integrating the C source terms of the 2PN multipole moments that only involve compact-support and ∂V ∂V -type
potentials. Likewise for the integration of NC sources of ∂V ∂V type at leading order. We can also use Hadamard’s
regularization for the remaining non-compact support source ∝ Wˆij∂ijV at Newtonian order, provided the corrections
beyond the point-particle model in V are at least dipolar, which is indeed the case in our model [see the conditions
on k and sA + sB, in the above analysis of piece (iv)]. As a result, the Hadamard regularization is sufficient for all
the computations presented in this paper.
Appendix B: Tidal matter variables and CoM multipole moments
In Sec. II B, we have split the matter currents defined by (2.20) as σ = σpp + σtidal etc., the point-particles parts
being given by (2.21) together with the metric computed in Sec. III. The tidal parts are expressed in terms of the tidal



























































































































































































1∂bV − 4Gˆ1ab∂tVb + 5Gˆ1abV ∂bV + 4(Gˆ1ij∂jVi)va1 + 2Gˆ1bivb1∂aVi







































































































+ 1↔ 2 , (B1a)









































































































































































































































+ Gˆ1ib∂aVb − Gˆ1ib∂bVa + Gˆ1ab∂bVi − Gˆ1ab∂iVb
)]}
+ 1↔ 2 , (B1b)









































































+ 1↔ 2 . (B1c)
In Sec. IV, the multipole moments have been computed to NNL order. We provide here their tidal parts in the
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